
2020. A bad year for many.  

2020. A good year for few. 

2020. Nobody was ready. 

2020. How was it for you? 

 

We had to say goodbye to so many famous _______________ 

Kirk Douglas, Sean Connery, Chadwick Boseman (The Black Panther) 

Many others left us, but will never be ________________, 

Kobe Bryant, Ruth Ginsburg, Little Richard or ___________________. 

Fires in Australia, in the USA, __________________ 

An earthquake in Turkey and a volcano in the __________________ 

In Beirut, an explosion, that was a mystery to ____________________, 

An oil spill from a Russian ship pollution in the __________________. 

The Iranians killed hundreds flying in a _________________, 

At first they denied it because it came from ___________________. 

The US killed a General from the Iranian ______________________, 

They used a drone to avoid danger, capture, risks or __________________. 

 

That was 2020. A bad year for many.  

That was 2020. A good year for few. 

That was 2020. Nobody was ready. 

That was 2020. How was it for you? 

 

The Antarctic had the highest temperatures,  

While Donald Trump denied climate _________________, 

The US left the Paris Agreement,  

With Greta Thunberg in a ___________. 

Harry and Meghan left the Royal family,  

While George Floyd was killed for being ______________. 

The UK left Europe and they’re never coming back. 

 

 

 

 



Elon Musk says the future’s on ______________ 

He’s inventing clever motorways and electric cars. 

Then came the month of ________________ 

STOP! 

This is Coronavirus 

Stay in your houses! 

 

That was 2020. A bad year for many.  

That was 2020. A good year for few. 

That was 2020. Nobody was ready. 

That was 2020. How was it for you? 

 

What I thought was just a ______________,  

Was killing people like me and you. 

The elderly were vulnerable but so was everyone 

We could all carry it, one for all, all for ____________. 

Lockdown, distance, masks and gel, 

What used to be a paradise was now a living _____________. 

People who were working were told to stay at home, 

Nurses, doctors and essential ones 

Found themselves alone. 

 

 

That was 2020. A bad year for many.  

That was 2020. A good year for few. 

That was 2020. Nobody was ready. 

That was 2020. How was it for you? 

 

Missing Words: 

Mars  March  actors  ocean  black  hell   

plane  flu one forgotten arguments rage  Maradona 

government hurricanes everyone change  Philippines Ukraine  


